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Harness richer insights at scale so you can take action with confidence

Quantitative Analysis
Tap into consumer insights at scale with massive panels, 
real-time data, and unblinded visibility on competitors.

Qualitative Analysis
Capture video surveys and uncover trends with AI-
powered analysis tools.

Self-Serve Surveys
Create, edit and distribute your own surveys. Analyze 
results with powerful reporting tools and dashboards.

Transaction 
panel

Visit-based 
surveys

Foot traffic 
panel

Video 
surveys

Market Research Suite
MEDALLIA
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Syndicated 
surveys

One-click 
analysis

Capture 
anywhere

Transcription 
analysis

Filter & 
categorize

Survey 
builder

Distribute 
anywhere

Powerful 
reporting

Easy-to-use 
dashboards

Expert 
support

Easily edit 
and share
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% Agreement: Sentiments on Food Ordering
For each of the following statements, select what best applies to you.

Consumers say inflation is affecting how 
they think about food delivery 

“Even though inflation 
has caused restaurant 

prices to increase, I still 
use delivery services 

for food about as often 
as before”

41%

“Restaurant operators 
are raising prices too 

much”

72%

“Grocery stores are 
raising prices too 

much”

83%

“How the cost of 
delivery is 

incorporated into 
restaurant prices and 
fees is transparent 

and fair”

47%

“Inflation has caused 
me to re-think how 
often I use delivery 
services to get food

71%

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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However, spend on 3PO is generally holding steady
Restaurant-focused platforms are holding steady, though many now also cover grocery and 
non-food retailers too.  Grocery-focused platforms are only down slightly.

From Medallia Market Research Credit / Debit Transaction Panel of 5M+ US consumers.

Estimated quarterly spend per person on Third-Party Ordering
US National; Spend per panelist on groups of platforms listed for 90 day periods (100 = on par with Groc. 3PO Q1 ’18)
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Spend on DoorDash, 
Uber Eats, GrubHub, 
and Postmates

Spend on Instacart, 
PeaPod, FreshDirect, 
and Shipt

Up 3%
year-over-year

Up 813%
vs. Q1 2018

Down 14%
year-over-year

Up 457%
vs. Q1 2018
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DoorDash is growing a commanding share
DoorDash has grown to hold a 60%+ market share among the 3 biggest 
restaurant-focused platform companies, and the trend continues.

From Medallia Market Research Credit / Debit Transaction Panel of 5M+ US consumers.

Market Share among leading restaurant Third-Party Delivery platforms
US National; % shown by quarter
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Grubhub Inc.

62%

28%

10%
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DoorDash still growing from Txn, not just Check
DoorDash is seeing only slight increases in Average Check Size (likely due to 
inflation-driven price hikes), but Transaction Volume isn’t declining in the process.

From Medallia Market Research Credit / Debit Transaction Panel of 5M+ US consumers.

DoorDash Average Check Size and Transaction Volume
US National; Index to Q1 ‘18 (100 = on par for each metric)
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Personal habits and promotions / fees on 
3PO platforms drive use of one over another

Drivers of Choice for 3PO
How do you decide which delivery service to use on this occasion?

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 521 respondents who used 3PO for 
their last delivery order

Inertia
Financial / Incentive
Selection / Offering
Experience
Other

33%
29%

29%
29%

23%
22%
22%

20%
19%

18%
18%

13%
11%

10%
7%

2%

App is already on my phone
Lowest delivery and service fees

Discounts and/or promotions
Has the specific restaurant I want

Already has my account/payment details saved
Reliable delivery time estimates
Variety of restaurants available

I like the app/website
Quality of restaurants available

I have a subscription which gives me benefits like no delivery fees
Speed/Wait Times

It was the last one I used
Delivers groceries in addition to food

It’s the only one I’ve ever tried and kept using it
Delivers alcohol in addition to food

Other
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Restaurants are being more often 
selected on 3PO due to browsing and ads

Restaurant selection process, among 3PO users
How did you decide which restaurant/cafe/store to order from? Where did the restaurant you chose appear on the screen?

56%

35%

9%

49%

42%

9%

I already knew where I 
wanted to order from and 
then found it on the delivery 
service

I browsed through the 
available options and then 
decided where to order from

Someone else decided

Choosing the restaurant

76%

16%

8%

70%

22%

9%

In a general section with a 
standard list of restaurants 
(no special advertising)

In a sponsored, promoted, 
or featured section 
advertising certain 
restaurants

I don’t know

How restaurant was displayed

Q3 ‘22
Q2 ‘23

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n =  521 third-party delivery users
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What’s inside the bag affects experience
Consumers say the things that improve their experience the most include 
inclusions like condiments, container labeling, and driver notifications.

What helps drive the best possible Delivery experience?
Which of the following, if any, would you say greatly improve the restaurant delivery experience for you?

38%

38%

31%

30%

29%

26%

24%

19%

18%

14%

14%

13%

10%

The driver notifies me when they have arrived with my food

Condiments, napkins, and utensils are included by default

I am given the option of having the food left at the door or handed to me

The restaurant included pamphlets / coupons for future ordering

Food containers are labeled with what food is inside them

The driver sends a picture of the food bag / box where it was left

I can schedule the food to come at a later point in the day

I am sent a follow up email or text to give feedback on my experience

The bag / box of food has branding of the place / service I ordered from

The driver has a car with branding of the place / service I ordered from

I am given the option to pay extra to get my food faster

The driver is wearing a uniform of the place / service I ordered from

None of these

Contents
Branding / Visibility
Communication
Flexibility

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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Smaller party sizes have remained
The average order was for a larger number of people in 2020-2021 (likely due to 
more sheltering at home), but this trend has returned to pre-pandemic values.

Party size of order:  % for 1-2 people
For how many people was that most recent order?

58%

46%

58% 56%

Q1 2019 Q3 2021 Q3 2022 Q2 2023

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 1,386 prior delivery users

1P Phone: 53%
1P Digital: 53%
3P Digital: 62%
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Consumers are exploring the many ways 
of using Third-Party Ordering

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

What consumers have done in a Third-Party Order before
For each of the following, please select the answer that best applies to you.

44%

41%

37%

34%

29%

29%

Have paid for expedited delivery

Have a subscription with special benefits from at least 1+ platform (e.g. 
DashPass, Instacart+, etc.)

Have added on extras (like beverages or desserts) to a delivery order which 
required the driver to pick up from the restaurant and then also another store

Have used group ordering function

Have had alcohol delivered to using 3PD

Have made a 3PD restaurant order just for beverages (no food)
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Calling on the phone is still a common 
ordering channel, especially for pick-up

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

Remote Ordering Incidence: Activities in Past Month
Of those, which of the following have you done in the past month?

18%

19%

22%

25%

24%

13%

Ordered restaurant food for delivery (calling restaurant)

Ordered restaurant food for delivery (using restaurant’s own 
website or app)

Ordered restaurant food for delivery (using a third-party 
platform like DoorDash, Grubhub, Uber Eats, etc.)

Ordered ahead restaurant food for pick-up (calling restaurant)

Ordered ahead restaurant food for pick-up (using restaurant’s 
own website or app)

Ordered ahead restaurant food for pick-up (using a third party 
platform like DoorDash, Grubhub, Uber Eats, etc.)

Delivery

Pick-up
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Gen Z: especially big fans of delivery
Gen Zers are more likely to prefer delivery and consequently less likely to 
prefer dining-in at restaurants.

From Medallia Market Research Survey, fielded September 2022.  n = 2,010 US general population.
1/2 sample aged 14-26 (Gen Z), 1/2 sample aged 27+.  Totals weighted for census age and gender distribution.

Restaurant order method preference
Of all the ways to get food from a restaurant, which is your single most preferred way?

13%

10%

13%

11%

11%

7%

10%

9%

8%

8%

21%

11%

16%

10%

10%

7%

8%

5%

7%

4%

Dining at the restaurant (ordering from waitstaff while I’m seated)

Dining at the restaurant (ordering at the counter)

Ordering in the drive-thru

Ordering ahead for curbside or drive-thru pick-up

Ordering ahead for pick-up at the counter

Ordering at the counter to-go

Ordering delivery (from a 3rd party app like DoorDash, UberEats, etc.)

Ordering delivery (from the restaurant’s own website/app)

Ordering delivery (calling the restaurant on the phone)

Something else not listed here

Gen Z All other

Dine-In

To-Go

Delivery
Delivery Total:

27% for Gen Z vs. 
21% for All other
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Blurring of grocery 
and restaurants on 

3PO platforms
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Non-food/bev products: Remote Ordering Incidence in Past Month
Of those, which of the following have you done in the past month?

First Party channels slightly more common 
for non-food same-day orders

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

Ordered non-food/bev 
products for same-day 
delivery (using a third-

party platform like 
Instacart, goPuff, etc.)

7%

Ordered ahead non-
food/bev products for 

same-day pickup (using 
the store’s own website or 

app)

9%

Ordered non-food/bev 
products for same-day 

delivery (using the store’s 
own website or app)

8%

Ordered ahead non-
food/bev products for 

same-day pickup (using a 
third-party platform like 
Instacart, goPuff, etc.)

6%

Delivery Pick-up

First-Party
Third-Party
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Household goods are most common
This order is generally unchanged vs. Oct 2022

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded October 2022.  n = 460 non-food/bev 3PO prior 
month users

What non-food/bev products are purchased
What kind of non-food/bev product(s) did you get from that store on that occasion?

Household 
supplies (43%)

Personal 
hygiene (35%)

Pet products 
(23%)

Cups, napkins, 
or utensils (18%)

Medicine (22%) Cosmetics (15%) Electronics (12%)

Tobacco 
products (11%)Apparel (12%)

Decorative / 
party items (9%)

Books, 
magazines, 
content (9%)

Office supplies 
(11%)

Sporting 
equipment (9%)
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Non-Food 3PD most often from Mass
This is unchanged vs. Oct ‘22, though some other types of retailers are 
catching up.

Retailers used when making a non-food 3PO
You indicated that in the past month, you have ordered non-food/bev products from a third-party platform like Instacart, 
goPuff, etc. for same-day pickup or delivery.  When you last did this, from what kind of retailer did you order those 
products?

29%
13%

9%
7%
7%

6%
5%

4%
4%

3%
3%
3%

2%
2%
1%

Mass Retailer (e.g. Walmart, Target, etc.)

Drug Store (e.g. CVS, Walgreens)

Convenience store (e.g. 7-Eleven, Circle K, etc.)

Liquor Store (e.g. Total Wine, Binny’s, etc.)

Pet Store (e.g. PetCo, Pet Supermarket, etc.)

Sporting Goods Store (e.g. Dick’s Sporting Goods, REI, etc.)

Art / Craft Store (e.g. Michael’s, JoAnn, etc.)

Apparel Store (e.g. Macy’s, Old Navy)

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded October 2022.  n = 460 non-food/bev 3PO prior 
month users

Moved up 
from 7th most 
common in 

Oct ‘22 to 3rd 
most common
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Key retailers are growing platform presence
Non-restaurants like convenience store chains 7-Eleven and Wawa, plus drug stores like 
Walgreens and CVS, have grown their sales on restaurant 3PO platforms over the past 2 years.

From Medallia Market Research Credit / Debit Transaction Panel of 5M+ US consumers.

Third-Party Ordering platform spend index for select retailers
US National; Spend from panel on DoorDash, Grubhub, and Postmates (100 = on par with 7-Eleven Q3 2020)
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Non-restaurant 3PO is a little less resilient
Platforms specializing in convenience item delivery (e.g. snack foods, household goods, etc.) 
like goPuff, or grocery store delivery like Instacart, haven’t trended as well as DoorDash.

From Medallia Market Research Credit / Debit Transaction Panel of 5M+ US consumers.

Indexed quarterly sales by select platform
US National; Spend from panel on platforms listed for 90 day periods shown (100 = on par with DoorDash Q1 2018)
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Down 25% year-over-year

Up 199% vs. Q1 2018

Down 11% year-over-year

Up 933% vs. Q1 2018

Scale adjusts

Up 9%% year-over-year

Up 3948% vs. Q1 2018
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DoorDash is pushing groceries, without the stores
DashMart, with grocery products and home goods warehoused and delivered by 
DoorDash (bypassing supermarkets or C-stores), is still a small but fast growing 
part of DoorDash’s overall business.

DashMart as a % of DoorDash Sales
US National; % of total by month
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But Instacart and goPuff have advocacy 
just as strong, or stronger, than DoorDash

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

Net Promoter Scores by Select 3PO Platform
How likely is it that you would recommend the following delivery services to a friend or colleague? (10 being extremely 
likely, 0 being not at all likely).  NPS = % rating 9-10 minus % rating 0-6

13

10

8

3

1

-19

Instacart

DoorDash

goPuff

UberEats

GrubHub / Seamless

Postmates
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Winning through both First and 
Third-Party channels
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Consumers continue to prefer 1PO when 
having the opportunity

First vs. Third-Party Delivery Preference
Overall, when ordering restaurant delivery, which of the following do you prefer to use? Select the option that best 
describes you.

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

28%

57%

15%

I prefer ordering food 
through 3rd party 
services like 
DoorDash, Uber Eats, 
Grubhub, etc.

I prefer ordering food 
directly from the 
restaurant (via their 
phone, website, or 
app)

I have no preference 
between these two 
options

63%

59%

59%

63%

57%

Jul-20

Feb-21

Oct-21

Oct-22

Apr-23

First Party %, Over Time

First-
Party

Third-
Party

No pref.
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1PO leads to a slightly better satisfaction than 
3PO does

Average Satisfaction Score, by How Ordered Delivery
What was your level of satisfaction with your ordering experience, on the scale below? Average from 0-10 scale.

8.0 7.8 7.7 

 4.0

 6.0

 8.0

 10.0

By calling the restaurant By using the restaurant’s own 
website or app

By using a third-party platform like 
DoorDash, Grubhub, Uber Eats, 
etc.

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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Food temp is main difference
The biggest area where 3PO falls behind 1PO in customer satisfaction is on food temperature, 
likely a reflection of delivery speed.  Value for Money is lowest across all forms of ordering.

Experience Attributes, by Delivery Order Method
Rate your order based on the following criteria. % selecting 4 or 5 on 1-5 scale.

81%

80%

80%

73%

74%

60%

81%

78%

76%

75%

74%

60%

80%

75%

76%

77%

66%

59%

Delivery ease of ordering

Delivery food freshness

Delivery food packaging

Delivery drop-off precautions

Delivery food temperature

Delivery value for money

By calling the restaurant

By using the 
restaurant’s own 
website or app

By using a third-party 
platform like DoorDash, 
Grubhub, Uber Eats, etc.

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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The incrementality of delivery is similar with 
1P and 3P capabilities, though margins aren’t
What customer would have done if Delivery wasn’t an option
If you hadn’t made this order, what would you have done instead?  Cut by how delivery was ordered

36% 34% 32%

7% 13% 9%

9%
9%

9% 9% 13%

36% 36% 37%

Restaurant 1P 
Phone

Restaurant 1P 
Online

Restaurant 3P 
Online

Prepared or ate food I 
already had at home

I wouldn’t have done 
anything else

Gone to the grocery or 
convenience store

Restaurant - different

Restaurant - same (dine-in / 
pick-up)

Incremental 
transactions

Delivery Impact to 
Restaurant:

Cannibalistic 
transactions

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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People often use 3PO when they don’t 
see 1PO available, or have discounts
Why last delivery order was done on 3PO instead of 1PO
On this occasion, why didn’t you order delivery directly from the restaurant instead of using a third-party service like 
DoorDash, Uber Eats, etc.?

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 512 respondents who used 3PO for 
their last delivery order

1P Option Not Visible
Financial / Incentive
Inertia
Experience
Other

30%

27%

20%

19%

19%

15%

14%

13%

12%

10%

6%

The restaurant didn’t offer delivery themselves, only through third-party

I had a promotion / discount to use through the third-party platform

I didn’t know if restaurant offered delivery themselves or not

My previous order was already saved in the third-party platform

It would take longer for the food to be delivered if ordering directly through the restaurant

The user interface is easier / better in the third-party platform

I already started my restaurant search on 3P and didn’t want to open a new app / website

I didn’t want to set up account / payment details directly with the restaurant

I was ordering with a group and it was easier to manage it through the third-party platform

It would be harder to contact the restaurant if something went wrong with the delivery

I didn’t want to give my address / payment information directly to the restaurant
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Restaurants have tools to drive to 1PO
Many consumers say they could be convinced to go from Third-Party to First-
Party ordering the next time if there’s something in it for them.

Top 5 things customers say could switch them over to 1PO
When trying a new restaurant through a third-party platform like DoorDash or Uber Eats, what increases the chance you’ll 
shift to ordering directly from the restaurant (and not via the third-party) next time?  Top 5 out of 13 choices shown

If I am informed their menu prices are lower when ordering directly through them (32%)#1
If I am informed they have fewer fees when ordering directly through them (29%)#2
If I am informed I could get loyalty / rewards points when ordering directly through 
them (22%)#3
If the restaurant leaves a promotion / coupon in the delivery bag that needs to be 
used directly through them (22%)#4
If I am informed the delivery would be faster when ordering directly through them (17%)#5

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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Virtual Concepts
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In some cases, delivery users don’t even know 
if the restaurant has a physical presence

Knowledge / experience with delivery restaurant having physical location
For your most recent order, had you ever also gone to that restaurant in-person (for either dine-in or pick-up)? o your 
knowledge, does that restaurant offer any dining options other than delivery?

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

2%

18%

80%

I don't know

No

Yes

History of also visiting 
restaurant in-person

23%

16%

61%

I don't know

I know they are delivery-only

I know they also have dine-in 
and/or takeout options

If not, knowledge of restaurant 
having a physical presence or not?
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Perceptions of virtual concepts neutral 
compared to traditional restaurants

Familiarity with ghost kitchens / 
virtual concepts

62%
(vs. 56% in ‘22)

Virtual Concept Sentiments
Before taking this survey, how would you rate your familiarity with “ghost kitchens” - restaurants who are available for delivery orders but otherwise have no physical 

presence for dining-in or picking-up food (i.e. no storefront, no waiters, etc.)? / Based on what you know, what is your perception of the food quality of “ghost 

kitchens”, compared to regular restaurants?

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).

8%

15%

53%

16%

7%

1 - much worse than a typical restaurant

2 - a little worse than a typical restaurant

3 - on par with a typical restaurant

4 - a little better than a typical restaurant

5 - much better than a typical restaurant

Perception
(relatively unchanged vs. ‘22)
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Select virtual concepts flat-to-down
Notable ones like MrBeast Burger appear to be holding onto the sales performance 
first achieved in 2021, but aren’t growing substantially higher.

From Medallia Market Research Credit / Debit Transaction Panel of 5M+ US consumers.

Third-Party Ordering platform spend for select Virtual Concepts
US National; Index spend from panel on DoorDash, Grubhub, and Postmates (100 = on par with It’s Just Wings in Q4 2020)
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Pricing impacts in the future
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36%
29%

27%
19%

17%
16%

15%
12%

12%
12%
11%

11%
11%
11%

8%
7%

Delivery fees are lower

More promotions / offers

Faster delivery time overall

Better customer service when something goes wrong

Better packaging to maintain food temperature

Drivers not handling other deliveries before completing mine

More hours of the day offering delivery

Better cleanliness practices

People want lower costs on 3PO above 
all else
Third-Party Platform Wish List
If there were certain things that could be better about ordering delivery on third-party platforms, what would they be?

Financial / Incentive
Speed
Product / Packaging
Comms. / UX
Other

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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If not costs, they want speed and 
accuracy improved
Wish List (if Cost Cannot Be Changed)
In the last question, at least one of your answers had to do with making the total cost of delivery less expensive. If you had 
to pick another answer unrelated to cost itself, which one would you add to your top reasons? Do not select a choice you 
already selected in the previous question.  Top 5 of 12 choices shown.

Faster delivery time overall (17%)#1
Fewer inaccurate orders (wrong items) (14%)#2
More in-person menu options also available for delivery (11%)#3
Better customer service when something goes wrong (11%)#4
Better packaging to maintain food temperature (9%)#5

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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Inflation still important, but not a growing factor
Consumers continue to cite it as a the top driver in household purchase decisions, but the 
rate at which it is cited is relatively unchanged vs. Summer 2022 (after growing in 2021).

Top Driver of Household Purchase Decisions
“Which if the following (if any) have affected purchase decisions for your household the most over the past 3 months?”.  
Top reason of 15 choices.
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"Changes to the price 
of products I shop for"

From Sense360 by Medallia Daily Food Diary
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Higher fees to compensate drivers could be 
met with cutbacks by a majority of customers
Stated effect of a $5 fee per order to better compensate drivers
Imagine the government required third-party Delivery companies to pay their drivers more money, and as a result delivery 
order fees increased by an average of $5 more per order.  If this occurred, how would it affect the frequency you order 
delivery on third-party platforms?

13%
8%

43%

13%

24%

1 - no effect on how 
often I order delivery 
on third-party 
platforms

2 3 - I’d cut back on 
how often I order 
delivery on third-
party platforms by 
about half

4 5 - I would 
completely avoid 
ordering delivery on 
third-party platforms

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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Dynamic pricing could be met with a 
positive consumer reception

“I would be in favor of a system 
where menu prices are lower in times 
where the restaurant isn’t busy (e.g. 
3-5pm) and then prices are higher at 

peak times (e.g. 6-8pm)”

70%
Agree

% Agreement: Sentiments on Dynamic Pricing
For each of the following, please select the answer that best applies to you.

From Medallia Market Research Delivery Survey, fielded April 2023.  n = 2,016 US general population of prior 
delivery users (ever).
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Questions?

Contact us at 
briefings@medallia.com
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Thank You
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Recap

The State of 
Third-Party 
Ordering

• Despite consumer sentiment that inflation is causing them to re-think how often they 
use delivery services, the third-party ordering market has largely held steady in 
consumer spend year-over-year and is maintaining volumes in roughly the same 
amount as pandemic peaks.  One driver is likely the increased purchasing power of Gen 
Z, who have delivery affinity more than other generations.

• DoorDash continues to grow market share vs. other restaurant-focused platforms like 
Uber Eats and GrubHub, but is also outperforming grocery / convenience-focused 
platforms like Instacart and goPuff.  Its growth is due to both $ per transaction and 
transaction volume, reflective not only of the resiliency of restaurant delivery but also 
because DoorDash is successfully branching into non-restaurant ordering occasions via 
increased presence of drug stores and CPG fulfillment through its own DashMart 
warehousing concept.

• Many ghost kitchen / virtual concept brands have been down in sales year-over-year, 
which may partially reflect full service restaurant cutbacks on capacity in favor of in-
dining operations, and also lack of consumer top-of-mind consideration without 
advertising support.  Some celebrity-driven concepts like MrBeast Burger are 
outperforming brick-and-mortar parent concepts like It’s Just Wings.

• Consumer preference remains towards first-party channels when given the option (and 
phone call ordering is still surprisingly common), and consumers say they would be 
more motivated to shift from third-party to first-party more often if better informed about 
lower prices, discounts, or faster delivery times vs. using third-party.  Restaurant brands 
may consider tactics like information slips or coupons directly in the delivery bag for a 
third-party order.

• The future of third-party restaurant delivery use may be sensitive to the ongoing effects 
of inflation, but there is not substantial evidence that more cutbacks may be on the way 
as perceptions on the effects of inflation haven’t changed much vs. Summer 2022.  The 
things more likely to affect use would be increased fees due to proposed government 
regulations on driver compensation, or more widely instituted dynamic pricing (the latter 
of which a majority of consumers would be open to in theory, but still to be determined 
after real experiences).
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9:01 AM
Grab coffee
$6.39

8:32 AM
Check out 
of hotel
$129.00

11:15 AM
Stock-up
$110.26 1:36 PM

Order lunch 
for pickup
$12.26 SURVEY

Why did you 
visit Target?

Real-world behaviors. 
One-click analysis.


